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1. Introduction

This report results from a Stage 1 Road Safety Audit carried out on the proposals to modify the alignment of the 
existing South Farm Road, Budleigh Salterton, Devon (SY 06996 83004, EX9 7AB). The South Farm Road works 
form part of the wider Lower Otter Restoration Project (LORP), which involves the breaching of existing defences, 
opening significant areas of the Lower Otter basin to tidal inundation, effectively returning the 55ha area to a 
more natural state. The existing South Farm Road will be re-aligned to the south, and the carriageway level 
raised by circa 2m when compared to the existing, elevating it above anticipated tidal levels. A 30m span 
highway bridge will also be installed to accommodate the flow of tidal water through the highway embankment.  

The scheme comprises of the following works as identified in the Road Safety Audit brief (Document Reference: 
ENVIMSW002045-CH2-HIW-400-PT-C-0001|P01): 

 Breaching two embankments known as Big and Little Bank respectively;

 Provision of a new pedestrian footbridge in the north-eastern corner of Lime Kiln car park;

 Reinstatement and realignment of footpaths;

 Realignment of South Farm Road south of its existing position;

 A new 30m span highway bridge as part of the realignment of South Farm Road;

 New 2m footways along South Farm Road;

 Provision of passing places on South Farm Road;

 New uncontrolled pedestrian crossings across South Farm Road; and

 New 30 space car park at the western end of South Farm Road.

Aspect Detail 

The Audit Team Team Leader: 

Dan Trump, Senior Road Safety Engineer, Exeter Office 

Team Member: 

Phil Gasston, Associate Director of Operational Safety and Traffic 
Engineering, Cardiff Office 

The Audit Brief Audit requested by: Pete Andrews, Senior Engineer, Water & 
Environment, Jacobs  

Audit brief approved by: Megan Rimmer, Project Manager, 
Environment Agency 
Audit team approved by: Nigel Flower, Safer Travel Strategy and 
Programme Officer, Devon County Council 

Documents Used The documents used included: 

Stage 1 Road Safety Audit Brief (Document reference - 
ENVIMSW002045-CH2-HIW-400-PT-C-0001|P01) 

Southern Breach Footbridge (DCC Structure No. 05279) Approval in 
Principle – Superstructure (Document reference ENVIMSW002045-
CH2-BRG-400-PT-CI-0003 | P02 

Southern Breach Footbridge Approval in Principle – Substructure 
(Document Reference ENVIMSW002045-CH2-BRG-400-PT-CI-
0004 | P01) 

South West Coast Path Pedestrian Counts (2010) 

Traffic Survey for South Farm Road (2014) 

A full list of drawings provided for audit is included in Appendix A. 
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Aspect Detail 

Audit Desktop Evaluation Location: via Microsoft Teams, 7th July 2020. 

Site Visit Daylight The audit team visited site on Tuesday 14th July 2020 between 
1000 and 1230. The weather was dry and slightly cloudy. Visibility 
was very good and the carriageway surface was damp in places. 

Lime Kiln car park was relatively quiet at the start of the site visit but 
was noticeably getting busier. Cars were parked in every available 
informal parking space along South Farm Road. A large number of 
pedestrians were walking the variety of footpaths in the area. 
Although visited on a weekday the numbers observed represented 
what would be expected at a weekend. This could be a result of 
irregular working patterns/furlough due to the Covid-19 pandemic.  

Groupings of pedestrians were observed at the eastern extent of the 
scheme, on and around White Bridge. Pedestrians were standing on 
the bridge leaning on the parapets taking photographs and 
admiring the view, whilst others were walking to access wider 
pedestrian routes. 

One cyclist was observed on South Farm road. No equestrians were 
observed. A higher than expected number of tractors pulling trailers 
were observed on South Farm Road. 

Site Visit Darkness No darkness site visit was carried out as part of this Stage1 Road 
Safety Audit. 

Table 1.1: Road Safety Audit Details 

The terms of reference of the Road Safety Audit are as described in GG 119 (Revision 2). The Road Safety Audit 
Team has examined and reported only on the road safety implications of the scheme as presented and has not 
examined or verified the compliance of the designs to any other criteria. However, in order to clearly explain a 
safety problem or the recommendation to resolve a problem, the Audit Team may on occasion have referred to a 
Design Standard for information only. Observations made should not be construed as implying that a technical 
audit has been undertaken in any respect. 
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2. Previous Road Safety Audits

No previous Road Safety Audits have been brought to the attention of the audit team. The audit team are neither 
aware of any prior Road Safety Audits of this scheme. 
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3. Items Raised at this Stage 1&2 Road Safety Audit

3.1 Problem A

Location Tie in of new South Farm Road alignment with existing 

Summary Northbound driver on South Farm Road may not appreciate new horizontal alignment 
leading to loss of control collision. 

Problem It is proposed to realign South Farm Road south of its existing location. The old 
alignment will be visible to an approaching northbound driver on South Farm Road as 
it is on the outside of the proposed new radius.  

This introduces a see-through effect to the driver which may result in them not 
appreciating the new horizontal alignment. This could result in a loss of control 
collision and a vehicle overshooting onto the old alignment of South Farm Road. The 
problem is exacerbated by the downhill approach to the radius. 

Figure 3.1: Existing alignment of South Farm Road looking north 

Recommendation It is recommended to implement all of the below measures: 

a. Chevron signing facing northbound drivers;

b. Centre carriageway markings and road studs around the new radius;

c. Construct a small build out on the western side of the newly formed junction
leading towards South Farm Cottages;

d. Erect a junction on outside of bend to the right warning sign facing
northbound drivers on South Farm Road; and

e. Erect a directional sign for the new car park facing northbound drivers on
South Farm Road.

Problem Accepted Yes 

Agree to 
Recommendations 

Yes 

Designer 
Organisation 
Response 

We will ensure that the Road Safety Audit Recommendations detailed above for 
Problem A are incorporated into the detailed design. 

Overseeing 
Organisation 
Response 

I agree with the Designer Organisation Response and consider that the Road Safety 
Audit Recommendations for Problem A will be incorporated into the detailed design. 
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Agreed RSA Action Designers to Implement Road Safety Audit Recommendations to Problem A.  
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3.2 Problem B 

Location Tie in of new South Farm Road alignment with existing 

Summary Drivers may not appreciate vehicles in middle of road which could 
lead to a head on collision. 

Problem The new alignment of South Farm Road negotiates a tight right bend 
at the western extent of the scheme. Around the bend two vehicles 
can pass one another. After immediately exiting the bend the 
carriageway narrows to 3.5m. A northbound driver on South Farm 
Road may not be aware of this narrowing and carry excessive speed 
around the bend due to the downhill approach. This could lead to a 
head on collision where the road narrows, or sharp braking and a rear 
end shunt collision. 

 
Figure 3.2: New alignment of South Farm Road showing immediate 
narrowing around bend (extract from drawing ENVIMSW002045-
CH2-000-00-DR-C-0003) 

Recommendation It is recommended to implement all of the below measures: 

a. Extend the length of two-way carriageway further east on 
South Farm Road towards the new car park access; and 

b. Erect a road narrows on both sides ahead warning sign with 
oncoming vehicles in middle of road plate facing northbound 
drivers on South Farm Road. 

Problem Accepted Yes 

Agree to 
Recommendations 

Partially 

Designer Organisation 
Response 

We agree with the recommendation in principle and will therefore 
endeavour to incorporate the Safety Audit Recommendations 
detailed above for Problem B. The geometry and site constraints 
need to be considered to determine whether the Safety Audit 
Recommendations detailed above for Problem B are viable. It should 
be possible to generate the space required by shifting the car park to 
the south. The car park access location may need to be revised in 
order to meet adjacent constraints from footpaths and Vehicle 
Restraint System (VRS) length of need. 

It is noted also that during busy periods, the provision of two lanes 
west of the car park access may allow queuing vehicles without 
affecting the flow of the highway in both directions. The provision of 
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an increased carriageway width may encourage vehicles to park on 
the verge in this location, linked to Problem F. 

Overseeing Organisation 
Response 

I agree with the Designer Organisation Response and consider that 
the Road Safety Audit Recommendations for Problem B will be 
incorporated where possible into the detailed design. 

Agreed RSA Action Designers to Implement Road Safety Audit Recommendations to 
Problem B should site constraints permit.  
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3.3 Problem C 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Location Tie in of new South Farm Road alignment with existing 

Summary The new alignment of South Farm Road may result in adverse camber 
which could lead to a loss of control collision. 

Problem The northbound approach of South Farm Road is downhill. The new 
alignment proposes to introduce a tight right bend with a junction on 
the outside of the radius to access South Farm Cottages. Due to the 
nature of the existing vertical alignment and introduction of the new 
horizontal alignment incorporating a new priority junction, it could 
result in an adverse camber.  

If adverse camber is present it could lead to a loss of control collision 
to a northbound vehicle continuing on South Farm Road around the 
new alignment. High side vehicles are at greater likelihood of 
overturning. When on site the audit team observed a higher than 
expected number of tractors and trailers, and if these are loaded, 
there is an increased likelihood these vehicles overturning. 

 
Figure 3.3: View looking north on South Farm Road from in front of 
South Farm Cottage access 

Recommendation It is recommended that the design ensures there is no adverse 
camber present. 

Problem Accepted Yes 

Agree to 
Recommendations 

Yes 

Designer Organisation 
Response 

We will ensure that the Road Safety Audit Recommendation detailed 
above for Problem C is incorporated into the detailed design. 

Overseeing Organisation 
Response 

I agree with the Designer Organisation Response and consider that 
the Road Safety Audit Recommendations for Problem C will be 
incorporated into the detailed design. 

Agreed RSA Action Designers to detail levels such that there is no adverse camber on the 
corner. 
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3.4 Problem D 

Location Tie in of proposed western footway from new car park to South 
Farm Road 

Summary New footway does not tie into existing footway which could lead to 
personal injury to pedestrians. 

Problem A new footway is proposed from the new car park extending west and 
tying into South Farm Road leading south towards Granary Lane. No 
footway is present on South Farm Road. The provision of the footway 
actively promotes pedestrians to either walk in the road or on the 
verge. This could lead to a collision with a vehicle on South Farm 
Road, or a slip and fall leading to personal injury on the verge. 

Figure 3.4: View looking north on South Farm Road showing no 
footway and verge 

Recommendation It is recommended that a footway is provided along South Farm 
Road, tying into existing footway at the junction of Granary Road/East 
Budleigh Road. 

Problem Accepted Partially 

Agree to 
Recommendations 

No 

Designer Organisation 
Response 

Currently the footpath route utilises the existing South Farm Road. 
We view our proposal to take the footpath away from the highway 
behind the proposed car park as an improvement on the existing 
situation. It is outside the scope of our works to provide a formalised 
footway along the existing South Farm Road.  

It is our intension that the re-aligned footway will be adopted by DCC. 

Overseeing Organisation 
Response 

I agree with the Designer Organisation Response and consider that 
the Road Safety Audit Recommendations for Problem D will not be 
incorporated into the detailed design. 

Agreed RSA Action No further action. 
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3.5 Problem E 

Location Passing place at the western end of South Farm Road and first 
passing place to the east of the new 30m span highway bridge 

Summary Inter-visibility between passing places is obscured and could lead to 
vehicles reversing for a considerable distance leading to a collision 
with a pedestrian or edge of carriageway features. 

Problem A passing place is proposed at the western extent of South Farm 
Road immediately after exiting the tight right bend (see Error! 
Reference source not found.). The next passing place is located east 
of the new 30m span highway bridge, approximately 230m apart. 

Drivers may not be able to have clear sight if it is clear to proceed due 
to the presence of proposed planted hedgerows with trees and the 
vehicle restraint system along the northern side of South Farm Road, 
combined with the horizontal alignment of the carriageway and 
bridge parapets. 

This could result in two cars meeting and a driver being required to 
reverse a considerable distance. This could require them to reverse 
over a pedestrian crossing which could lead to a collision with a 
pedestrian. It could also lead to a driver colliding with edge of 
carriageway features.  

Figure 3.5: Two passing places on South Farm Road identified by red 
circles (extract from drawing ENVIMSW002045-CH2-000-00-DR-C-
0003) 

Recommendation It is recommended that two-way carriageway is proposed from the 
western end of South Farm Road to the new car park access.  

Problem Accepted Yes 

Agree to 
Recommendations 

Yes 

Designer Organisation 
Response 

In line with our response to Problem B, we agree with the 
recommendation in principle and will therefore endeavour to 
incorporate the Safety Audit Recommendations detailed above for 
Problem E. The geometry and site constraints need to be considered 
to determine whether the Safety Audit Recommendations for 
Problem E are viable.  

Due to the low traffic volumes anticipated, we think it possible that 
the car park entrance could be utilised as a passing place by smaller 
vehicles. We would note also that general visibility is very good, with 
generous carriageway/verge width and near flat horizontal 
alignment.  
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Overseeing Organisation 
Response 

I agree with the Designer Organisation Response and consider that 
the Road Safety Audit Recommendations for Problem E will be 
incorporated where possible into the detailed design. 

Agreed RSA Action Designers to Implement Road Safety Audit Recommendations should 
site constraints permit.  
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3.6 Problem F 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Location South Farm Road 

Summary Overflow parking could remove passing places leading to drivers 
reversing a considerable distance leading to a collision with a 
pedestrian or edge of carriageway features. 

Problem Whilst on site a significant number of vehicles were observed parking 
on South Farm Road and a high volume of pedestrians walking along 
it. The proposed scheme introduces a new car park. Providing this 
facility could increase demand in the area and the car park may not 
be sufficient to meet this demand. This could result in drivers parking 
along the wide verge proposed on South Farm Road or the passing 
places to access the wider area. 

With the number of passing places limited, any reduction in their 
capacity would increase the likelihood of two cars meeting and a 
driver being required to reverse for a greater distance. This could 
require them to reverse over a pedestrian crossing which could lead 
to a collision with a pedestrian. It could also lead to a driver colliding 
with edge of carriageway features.  

Recommendation It is recommended to implement all of the below measures: 

a. Signing should be erected in all passing places stating no 
parking is permitted as the area is a passing place; and 

b. Parking prohibition should be implemented along the entire 
length of South Farm Road. 

Problem Accepted Yes 

Agree to 
Recommendations 

Partially 

Designer Organisation 
Response 

We acknowledge that cars parking along the Proposed South Farm 
Road may be an issue. We will incorporate Safety Audit 
Recommendation a) detailed above for Problem F.  

We will consider a softer solution to option b) suggested above. We 
will explore planting options and verge width/profile modification to 
achieve the desired result.  

Overseeing Organisation 
Response 

I agree with the Designer Organisation Response and consider that 
the Road Safety Audit Recommendations for Problem F a) will be 
incorporated with alternative options sought for b).  

Agreed RSA Action Designers to Implement Road Safety Audit Recommendation for 
Problem F point a). Designers to seek alternatives through detailed 
design for point b).  
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3.7 Problem G 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Location Proposed car park 

Summary Fencing is proposed between footway and car park which increases 
the likelihood of a pedestrian being struck by a vehicle in the car park. 

Problem A wooden fence is proposed between the southern side of the car 
park and new footway. This acts as a barrier between a pedestrian and 
a safe area of refuge, especially those parking in the southern spaces. 

This increases the exposure of a pedestrian to a collision with a 
vehicle in the car park. It could also lead to a pedestrian climbing the 
fence and falling causing personal injury. 

 
Figure 3.6: Proposed fence acting as barrier to footway in car park 
(extract from drawing ENVIMSW002045-CH2-000-400-DR-C-0024) 

Recommendation It is recommended to implement all of the below measures: 

a. The fence is removed; and 

b. The footway is locally widened to mitigate against a driver 
overhanging their vehicle onto the footway. 

Problem Accepted Yes 

Agree to 
Recommendations 

Yes 

Designer Organisation 
Response 

We acknowledge that fencing may also be subject to being damaged 
by an errant vehicle. We will implement the Road Safety Audit 
Recommendation a). In order to address Road Safety Audit 
Recommendation b) we will introduce a verge between the rear of the 
car park and the footway allowing for vehicle overhang.  

Overseeing Organisation 
Response 

I agree with the Designer Organisation Response and consider that 
the Road Safety Audit Recommendations for Problem G, points a) 
and b) will be incorporated.  

Agreed RSA Action Designers to Implement Road Safety Audit Recommendation for 
points a) & b). 
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3.8 Problem H 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Location South Farm Road 

Summary Low lying, flat carriageway which is kerbed on either side could lead 
to water ponding contributing to a loss of control collision. 

Problem South Farm Road crosses the Otter River valley which by its nature is 
low lying. South Farm Road is flat and the proposed realignment 
retains this characteristic. The realignment proposes full height kerbs 
on either side of the road. This includes the new 30m span highway 
bridge. The combination of these factors could lead to water ponding 
in areas of South Farm Road which could contribute to a loss of 
control collision. 

 
Figure 3.7: Indicative cross section of proposed realignment of South 
Farm Road showing full height kerb on either side of the road (extract 
from drawing ENVIMSW002045-CH2-000-400-DR-C-0024) 

Recommendation It is recommended that a positive drainage solution is implemented 
to ensure water does not pond on South Farm Road. 

Problem Accepted Yes 

Agree to 
Recommendations 

No 

Designer Organisation 
Response 

Drainage is not shown in detail on drawing ENVIMSW002045-CH2-
000-400-DR-C-0024. It is not our intension to kerb both sides of the 
carriageway, the south side will be left to drain over-edge with cross 
fall exceeding long fall. In line with the class of road, we are looking 
to avoid positive drainage solutions where possible, whilst ensuring 
the carriageway is adequately drained.  

Overseeing Organisation 
Response 

I agree with the Designer Organisation Response and consider that 
the Road Safety Audit concerns for Problem H will be addressed in 
detailed design. 

Agreed RSA Action Designers to ensure that carriageway is adequately drained.  
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3.9 Problem I 

Location Footpath crossing of South Farm Road to east of new car park 
access 

Summary Height of vehicle restraint system (VRS) could obscure child 
pedestrian’s visibility leading to a collision with a vehicle. 

Problem A new uncontrolled pedestrian crossing is located to the east of the 
new car park junction. A 1.1m VRS is also proposed along the 
northern side of South Farm Road. The new uncontrolled pedestrian 
crossing bisects the VRS.  

A VRS height of 1.1m could obstruct the visibility of a child 
pedestrian. This could lead them to lean, or step into South Farm 
Road to gain visibility. This could result in a collision with a vehicle.  

Figure 3.8: Proposed uncontrolled crossing with 1.1m VRS abutting 
up to the path on the northern side impinging visibility (extract from 
drawing ENVIMSW002045-CH2-000-00-DR-C-0003) 

Recommendation It is recommended that the VRS is setback from the edge of the 
carriageway in the vicinity of the uncontrolled pedestrian crossing to 
afford the required visibility splay. 

Problem Accepted Yes 

Agree to 
Recommendations 

Partially 

Designer Organisation 
Response 

Although drawing ENVIMSW002045-CH2-000-400-DR-C-0024 
displays a 1.1m high VRS, it is thought this increased height is no 
longer required therefore a system (circa) 0.7m high will be specified. 
We will review the alignment during detailed design to ensure a best 
fit solution is reached.  

Overseeing Organisation 
Response 

I agree with the Designer Organisation Response and consider that 
the Road Safety Audit Recommendation for Problem I will be 
addressed during detailed design. 

Agreed RSA Action Designers to ensure that where possible VRS alignment is specified so 
as to minimise any negative impact on visibility.  
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3.10 Problem J 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Location South Farm Road 

Summary Coloured surfacing at pedestrian crossings could give misleading 
priority message leading to a collision between a pedestrian and a 
vehicle. 

Problem Two new uncontrolled pedestrian crossings are proposed either side 
of the new 30m span highway bridge on South Farm Road. At the 
crossings coloured surfacing is proposed on South Farm Road. The 
coloured surfacing could give the false impression to pedestrians that 
they have priority over vehicles. This could lead to a pedestrian 
stepping into South Farm Road and being struck by an approaching 
vehicle. 

 
Figure 3.9: Uncontrolled pedestrian crossing to east of new 30m span 
highway bridge with coloured surfacing on South Farm Road (extract 
from drawing ENVIMSW002045-CH2-000-00-DR-C-0003) 

Recommendation It is recommended that coloured surfacing is not provided. 

Problem Accepted Partially 

Agree to 
Recommendations 

No 

Designer Organisation 
Response 

We think that there is merit in providing delineation on the 
carriageway surface where the pedestrian crossing points are, 
encouraging drivers to slow and take greater care along South Farm 
Road. We will explore alternatives to coloured surfacing, with the 
same intensions, through detailed design, such as raised tables or 
paviour indent patterns. Proposals will be accompanied by signage 
where appropriate.  

Overseeing Organisation 
Response 

I agree with the Designer Organisation Response and consider that 
the Road Safety Audit Recommendation need not be taken forward 
to detailed design. 

Agreed RSA Action Designers to continue to explore the merits of providing carriageway 
delineation at pedestrian/footpath(way) crossing points. 
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3.11 Problem K 

Location Passing place proposed at cross section SFR.3 on South Farm Road 
located centrally between new 30 span highway bridge and White Bridge 

Summary Intervisibility between passing places is obscured and could lead to 
vehicles reversing for a considerable distance, leading to a collision with a 
pedestrian or edge of carriageway features. 

Problem A passing pace is proposed on the northern side of South Farm Road 
located centrally between the new 30m span highway bridge and White 
Bridge to the east. For a driver travelling eastbound the next passing place 
is approximately 170m away immediately adjacent to White Bridge. 

An eastbound driver may not be able to have clear sight if it is safe to 
proceed due to the presence of proposed planted hedgerows with trees 
and vehicle restraint system along the northern side of South Farm Road, 
combined with the change in horizontal alignment of the carriageway. 

This could result in two cars meeting and a driver being required to reverse 
a considerable distance. This could lead to a driver colliding with edge of 
carriageway features. It may also lead to a westbound driver reversing back 
towards White Bridge and reversing over the uncontrolled pedestrian 
crossing of the existing north/south footpath, leading to a collision with a 
pedestrian. 

A higher than expected number of pedestrians were observed in the 
vicinity of White Bridge increasing the likelihood of a collision. Pedestrians 
were observed standing on and around the bridge taking photographs, 
admiring the view and walking across White Bridge to access wider 
pedestrian routes. 

Figure 3.10: Two passing places on South Farm Road dented by red circles. 
White Bridge is located immediately adjacent to the eastern passing place 
(extract from drawing ENVIMSW002045-CH2-000-00-DR-C-0003) 

Recommendation It is recommended that clear visibility is provided between the two passing 
places. If feasible an additional passing place should be installed. 

Problem Accepted Yes 

Agree to 
Recommendations 

Yes  

Designer 
Organisation 
Response 

We agree with the Road Safety Audit Recommendation to Problem K and 
will provide an additional passing place on the south side of the 
carriageway, equidistant between White Bridge and the existing passing 
place on the north side. Planting will be carefully selected throughout the 
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highway embankment to ensure that adequate visibility is maintained, and 
no excessive maintenance liability is introduced.  

Overseeing 
Organisation 
Response 

I agree with the Designer Organisation Response and consider that the 
Road Safety Audit Recommendation for Problem K be taken forward to 
detailed design. 

Agreed RSA Action Designers to make allowance for additional passing space, planting shall 
be specified so as not to obscure visibility.  
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3.12 Problem L 

Location South Farm Road 

Summary It is not clear if the passing places are wide enough for two tractors to 
pass safely. 

Problem Passing places are proposed in a number of locations on South Farm 
Road. A higher than expected number of tractors were observed on 
site. This is likely a result of the farm located approximately 1km east 
of White Bridge. 

It is not clear whether all the passing places afford enough width for 
two tractors to pass. If not it could lead to a side swipe collision or a 
tractor mounting the footway leading to a collision with a pedestrian. 

Figure 3.11: Indicative cross section showing South Farm Road and 
passing place (extract from drawing ENVIMSW002045-CH2-000-
400-DR-C-0024)

Recommendation It is recommended that the passing places are sufficiently wide to 
enable two tractors to pass safely. 

Problem Accepted Yes 

Agree to 
Recommendations 

Yes 

Designer Organisation 
Response 

We agree with the Road Safety Audit Recommendation to Problem L. 
All passing spaces will be analysed during detailed design to ensure 
that, where site constraints allow, they are made large enough for two 
tractors to pass safely.  

Overseeing Organisation 
Response 

I agree with the Designer Organisation Response and consider that 
the Road Safety Audit Recommendation for Problem L be taken 
forward to detailed design. 

Agreed RSA Action Designers to ensure that where site constraints allow, passing spaces 
are made large enough for two tractors to pass safely. 
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3.13 Problem M 

Location Footpath crossing South Farm Road to immediately west of White 
Bridge  

Summary Pedestrian visibility obscured by bridge parapet which may result in a 
collision between a vehicle and pedestrian. 

Problem A footpath crosses South Farm Road to the immediate west of White 
Bridge. The southern side of the crossing is recessed south, away 
from the bridge deck of White Bridge. This could result in the visibility 
of a pedestrian crossing south to north being obscured by the bridge 
parapets, particularly that of a child. This may result in a pedestrian 
walking out in front of a westbound vehicle leading to a collision. 

Figure 3.12: Footpath (purple dashed line) crossing South Farm Road 
north/south with southern side recessed away from carriageway 
(extract from drawing ENVIMSW002045-CH2-000-00-DR-C-0003) 

Recommendation It is recommended to ensure that unobstructed visibility splays are 
provided at the crossing. 

Problem Accepted Yes 

Agree to 
Recommendations 

Partially 

Designer Organisation 
Response 

Whilst we are accepting of the issue raised by the Road Safety Audit 
in relation to Problem M, it is beyond the scope of our works to alter 
the existing White Bridge parapets or the alignment of the existing 
footpath. We are therefore limited in what solutions can be offered. 
We do not believe that our proposals are worsening the existing 
situation.  

As per our response to Problem J we believe a coloured surface etc. 
may improve driver awareness at this location. 

Overseeing Organisation 
Response 

I agree with the Designer Organisation Response and consider that 
the Road Safety Audit Recommendation for Problem M be taken 
forward to detailed design. 

Agreed RSA Action Designers to best address Problem M within spatial and scheme 
extents.  
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3.14 Problem N 

Location Westbound approach to White Bridge and interaction with proposed 
new highway alignment 

Summary Westbound drivers may not have forward visibility onto South Farm 
Road of approaching vehicles and may need to reverse off White 
Bridge leading to a collision with a pedestrian. 

Problem Westbound drivers on South Farm Road approach White Bridge 
around a right hand bend. Visibility over White Bridge is constrained 
by the horizontal and vertical alignment of the bridge. However, once 
on the bridge drivers have very good visibility along South Farm Road 
as the existing carriageway is straight. 

The proposed realignment has a reverse curve at the eastern extent 
with no alterations being made to White Bridge. A westbound driver 
will still have their visibility obscured when driving onto the bridge 
however, when on the bridge deck their visibility could be further 
impinged by the proposed horizontal alignment.  

This may result in a head on collision or the westbound driver having 
to reverse off the White Bridge leading to a collision with a pedestrian 
stood on the bridge. 

 
Figure 3.13: Existing alignment of South Farm Road looking west 
from the deck of White Bridge, proposed alignment will curve away to 
the left of the image 

Recommendation It is recommended that an additional passing place is incorporated 
on the southern side of South Farm Road to the immediate east of 
White Bridge. 

Problem Accepted Yes 

Agree to 
Recommendations 

No 

Designer Organisation 
Response 

Whilst we are accepting of the issue raised by the Road Safety Audit 
in relation to Problem N, it is beyond the scope of our works to alter 
the highway east of White Bridge. Additionally, that area of land is 
part of the designated SSSI, where widening of the highway to create 
a passing place will damage some existing habitat.   

We would question whether the introduction of the passing space 
immediately adjacent to the parapet could result in an increased 
likelihood of errant vehicles reaching the River Otter.  
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We believe that overall, the proposed highway improvements to the 
west provide additional safety benefits and user improvements 
compared to the existing situation. 

Overseeing Organisation 
Response 

I agree with the Designer Organisation Response and consider that 
the Road Safety Audit Recommendation need not be taken forward 
to detailed design. 

Agreed RSA Action Designers to continue consultation with DCC Auditors, and seek other 
improvements such signage and road markings at White Bridge.  
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3.15 Problem O 

Location New highway bridge on South Farm Road and new pedestrian 
footbridge in north east corner of Lime Kiln car park 

Summary Stepped maintenance access present trip hazard which could result in 
a worker falling. 

Problem Concrete stepped maintenance accesses are proposed at both the 
new highway bridge on South Farm Road and new pedestrian 
footbridge in the north east corner of Lime Kiln car park. Although 
more detail has been provided for the highway bridge compared to 
the footbridge, it appears that no handrails are provided alongside 
the concrete stepped maintenance access. 

Workers could be carrying equipment increasing the likelihood of 
tripping and falling. If a worker falls it could lead to personal injury. 
The likelihood of a slip or trip occurring is increased as the lower 
steps could submerged for periods, leading to a building up algae or 
sediment. 

 
Figure 3.14: Cross section showing concrete maintenance access 
steps at new highway bridge (extract from drawing 
ENVIMSW002045-CH2-000-400-DR-C-0004) 

Recommendation It is recommended that hand rails are provided at the steps. It is also 
recommended that railings are present at the rear of the bridge 
abutment inspection platform below the bridge, so a worker does not 
inadvertently step into the tidal creek. 

Problem Accepted Yes 

Agree to 
Recommendations 

Partially 

Designer Organisation 
Response 

We partially agree with the Road Safety Audit Recommendation to 
Problem O. It is our intension to provide handrails along the edge of 
the steps down to just above the Mean High-Water Level (MHWL). At 
this point there will be a greatly reduced fall from height should a 
worker stray from the steps/inspection platform.  

We do not believe it practical for railings to be provided for the full 
extent, primarily due to the possibility debris will become lodged on 
them, limiting the hydraulic capacity of the channel. Additionally, low 
lying railings would be susceptible to corrosion/impact damage 
potentially creating a secondary hazard.  
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Overseeing Organisation 
Response 

I agree with the Designer Organisation Response and consider that 
the Road Safety Audit Recommendation for Problem O be partially 
taken forward to detailed design.  

Agreed RSA Action Designers to consider best use of hand rails given site 
constraints/location.  
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3.16 Problem P 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Location New highway bridge on South Farm Road and new pedestrian 
footbridge in north east corner of Lime Kiln car park 

Summary Unauthorised access to maintenance areas could result in personal 
injury to a pedestrian. 

Problem Concrete stepped maintenance accesses are proposed at both the 
new highway bridge on South Farm Road and new pedestrian 
footbridge in the north east corner of Lime Kiln car park. If not 
secured from the main footpath it could lead to unauthorised access 
which may result in personal injury e.g. an individual accessing the 
tidal creek coming into difficulty or slipping on the steps. 

 
Figure 3.15: Maintenance access of new footbridge accessed directly 
from public footpath (extract from drawing ENVIMSW002045-CH2-
000-400-DR-C-0006) 

Recommendation It is recommended that the maintenance accesses are only accessible 
via a locked gate. Access to the maintenance areas should be 
controlled by the maintaining authority. 

Problem Accepted Yes  

Agree to 
Recommendations 

Yes 

Designer Organisation 
Response 

We agree with the Road Safety Audit Recommendation to Problem P. 
The proposed fence that extends from the end of the bridge will be 
extended passed the maintenance access and a lockable gate 
installed. 

Overseeing Organisation 
Response 

I agree with the Designer Organisation Response and consider that 
the Road Safety Audit Recommendation for Problem P be taken 
forward to detailed design. 

Agreed RSA Action Designers to ensure measures are taken to secure access.  
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3.17 Problem Q 

Location New footbridge to north east of Lime Kiln car park 

Summary Flat bridge deck combined with extended long fall could introduce a 
slip hazard to pedestrians. 

Problem The bridge deck of the new footbridge in the north east corner of 
Lime Kiln car park is proposed to be flat. The bridge is approximately 
75m long with two thirds of the bridge deck draining on a downhill 
gradient of approximately 1:100 to the northeast. No crossfall is 
proposed on the bridge deck. 25m of bridge deck drains to the south 
west at the same approximate gradient, also with no crossfall. 

During wet weather water may not drain quickly off the bridge deck 
introducing a slip hazard to pedestrians. This could lead to a 
pedestrian falling and causing personal injury. 

Figure 3.16: Indicative cross section of proposed footbridge showing 
flat bridge deck (extract from drawing ENVIMSW002045-CH2-000-
400-DR-GEN-0002 from document ENVIMSW002045-CH2-BRG-
400-PT-CI-0003 | 2)

Recommendation It is recommended that a positive drainage solution is incorporated 
into the bridge design that does not require it to drain the length of 
the bridge deck. 

Problem Accepted No 

Agree to 
Recommendations 

No 

Designer Organisation 
Response 

We do not agree with the Road Safety Audit Recommendation to 
Problem Q. The contributing area is not significant and water should 
drain adequately.  

A maintenance liability would be introduced and secondary hazard 
could arise should formalised drainage not be maintained.  

Overseeing Organisation 
Response 

I agree with the Designer Organisation Response and consider that 
the Road Safety Audit Recommendation for Problem Q should not be 
taken forward to detailed design. 

Agreed RSA Action Designers to ensure bridge deck is adequately drained, no further 
action anticipated.  
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3.18 Problem R  

Location Footpaths at ‘Big Bank’ and ‘Little Bank’ breaches 

Summary Pedestrians being unaware that the footpath is in a tidal area. 

Problem Two embankment breaches are proposed as part of the Lower Otter 
Restoration Project at ‘Big Bank’ and ‘Little Bank’. Following the 
breaches the existing footpath is to be reinstated at floodplain level. 

Pedestrians walking along the footpath or completing longer circular 
walks may be unaware that under certain conditions the footpath will 
be impassable. This could lead to some trying to wade through water 
leading to injuries induced from distress in the water. 

Figure 3.17: ‘Big Bank’ breach showing footpath to be reinstated at 
flood plain level (extract from drawing ENVIMSW002045-CH2-000-
200-DR-C-0001)

Recommendation It is recommended that signing and depth gauges are erected to warn 
people of the tidal risk posed. These signs should be in a number of 
languages due to the area being prevalent with tourists from varying 
counties in summer seasons. They should be located throughout the 
Lower Otter Restoration Project Site not just at the aforementioned 
breaches. 

Problem Accepted Yes 

Agree to 
Recommendations 

Yes 

Designer Organisation 
Response 

We agree with the Road Safety Audit Recommendation to Problem R. 
Signage will be provided throughout site.  

Overseeing Organisation 
Response 

I agree with the Designer Organisation Response and consider that 
the Road Safety Audit Recommendation for Problem R should be 
taken forward to detailed design. 

Agreed RSA Action Designers to detail signage advising of tidal risk and depth gauges 
throughout site.  
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3.19 Problem S 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Location Relocated Budleigh Salterton Cricket Club 

Summary Alternative location of cricket club should be subject to Road Safety 
Audit to decrease the likelihood of collisions occurring. 

Problem It is proposed to relocate Budleigh Salterton Cricket Club to 
accommodate the Lower Otter Restoration Project. The relocation 
site is not included in this Road Safety Audit however, if its new 
location is not subject to audit then the potential for personal injury 
collisions to occur could be higher. 

 
Figure 3.18: Drawing note showing relocation of Budleigh Salterton 
Cricket Club (extract from drawing ENVIMSW002045-CH2-000-400-
DR-C-0006) 

Recommendation It is recommended that the highway access for the new Budleigh 
Salterton Cricket Club site is subject to Road Safety Audit. 

Problem Accepted N/A 

Agree to 
Recommendations 

N/A 

Designer Organisation 
Response 

Although not part of the LORP works within the scope of this RSA, we 
will contact the team involved in the Budleigh Salterton Cricket Club 
design and advise them of DCC’s wish to undertake a RSA on their 
proposals. 

Overseeing Organisation 
Response 

N/A 

Agreed RSA Action Designers to inform team involved in the Budleigh Salterton Cricket 
Club design of DCC’s wish to undertake a RSA on their proposals.  
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4. Designers Response Approval
On behalf of the Design Organisation I certify that: 

1) The RSA actions identified in response to the road safety audit problems in this road safety audit have
been discussed and agreed with the Overseeing Organisation.

Name: Toby Wilson 

X

Signed: 

Position: Project Manager 

Organisation: Jacobs U.K Ltd 

Date: 21 September  2020 

On behalf of the Overseeing Organisation I certify that: 

1) The RSA actions identified in response to the road safety audit problems in this road safety audit have
been discussed and agreed with the Design Organisation.

2) The agreed RSA actions will be progressed.

Name: Megan Rimmer 

Signed: 

Position: Project Manager

Organisation: Environment Agency 

Date: 21 September 2020 
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Appendix A. Drawings Provided for Road Safety Audit 
Drawing Number Title Revision 

ENVIMSW002045-CH2-000-200-DR-C-0001 North Area General Arrangement P01.3 

ENVIMSW002045-CH2-000-200-DR-C-0008 Little Marsh General Arrangement P01.3 

ENVIMSW002045-CH2-000-400-DR-C-0002 South Area General Arrangement P01.3 

ENVIMSW002045-CH2-000-400-DR-C-0003 South Farm Road General Arrangement P01.3 

ENVIMSW002045-CH2-000-400-DR-C-0004 Highway Bridge General Arrangement and Sections P01.3 

ENVIMSW002045-CH2-000-400-DR-C-0006 Southern Breach General Arrangement P01.3 

ENVIMSW002045-CH2-000-400-DR-C-0024 South Farm Road Highway Sections P01.3 

ENVIMSW002045-CH2-000-000-DR-L-0016 Landscape General Arrangement Sheet 4 P01.3 

--- Last Item --- 
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Appendix B. Problem Location Plans 

Problem A  

Problem B  

Problem C 

Problem D  

Problem E 
Problem E 

Problem I 

Problem J 
Problem J 

Problem L 

Problem K Problem 

Problem N 
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Problem G 

Problem H 

Problem L 
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Problem O 

Problem O 

Problem P 

Problem P 

Problem Q 

Problem S 
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